American Culture

By: Tina and Kenzie
Differences in American culture

In America, there are many differences within how navigate, resolve, and do things here in America.

Of course even some of the most simplest things in America can make a HUGE difference for how someone’s visit should be, especially if they’re visiting from another country.
Questions and answers!

Q: who do you think makes America?

A: us, without this diversity of food, culture, beliefs, history etc.. America wouldn’t be America today!

Q: how would you describe Minnesota/ twin cities?

A: a little bit of everything, very unbothered yet welcoming but also those who are rude as well.
Some differences we think within the American culture are; makeup products, roads, cars, clothing wear, seasons, mostly the lifestyle/ routines and the list goes on!

Today we will show you american culture cars, makeup, seasons, and fashion wear.
Cars

The sides of the car are different, the passenger’s seat is on the right side while the driver’s seat is on the left.
Makeup products vary as many can come from different countries, such as Korea, Japan, etc..

Eyeshadows, lipsticks, mascara, and many other makeup products can also be created in America.

In the United States, age doesn't matter for when to start wearing makeup! There are so many ways on how to do make up!!

More photos on the next slide!!
I’m sure you guys have experienced the weather of summer, however i would like to show you our sunsets! it doesn’t happen everyday but some nights people likes to go on car rides and listen to music while the sun slowly sets in the summer! This was one of the photo i took last summer :)

After summer it slowly transition to fall, where the weather will start to change and gets a little chilly. We call it hoodie season because it’s the perfect weather to wear cozy light weight sweaters
Fall is a season where the leaves on the trees slowly dies and fall to the ground, on this picture here is my baby sister sleeping on the fallen leaves. The weather starts getting a little breezy transitioning to winter, instead of light weight sweaters we would wear jackets/coats. It helps us to stay warm during the cold seasons such as winter.
Seasons // WINTER

This is snow!! some days it can get so cold, the temperature goes below neg 0! Snow can be the most prettiest season, but that can change quickly as soon as we get too much snow where it gets hard to drive on the road due to slippery icy road. It gets pretty dangerous that we would close down schools until it is safe again, this is due to 1) the temperature dropping to negative 40 or lower 2) icy bad roads for buses.

After winter when the snow starts melting it transitions to spring! where we can go back to light weight sweaters and more of a warmer weather!

Spring, not too cold or too hot. This season is where flowers start blooming and animals come out from hibernating! Perfect weather for wearing shorts and sweaters! After spring it’ll slowly transition to summer!! And those are our 4 seasons.

https://www.google.com/amp/s/metro.co.uk/2019/03/20/spring-2019-end-summer-begin-8954194/amp/
Fashion!

Because we go through different seasons our wardrobes constantly change!

1) Summer, warm and hot weather. Americans wear shorts most of the time but this is the season they get to show off a little of their fashion and dress up a little!

- Lazy simple outfit; pajama pants and a simple crop top
- A simple outfit; t-shirt, shorts and covered toe shoes
- Lazy simple outfit; cozy sweater, sport bra, with leggings
- Dress up; plain lightweight dress
Fashion!

2) Fall, a chilly steady weather. Because fall is more on the chilly side here are some outfits we would wear. It’s not too cold to still wear short skirts or short dresses!

Simple cozy wear; long sleeve turtleneck shirt, furry vest, jeans and a cozy thin blanket.

Sport wear; long sleeve, jeans, and a beanie, w/ tennis shoe.

Dress up; long sleeve shirt, skirt and low top shoes!
3) Winter, cold and chilly weather all together! This is the season where we cover up more due to the cold, we wear jackets/coats and long pants! Anything to stay cozy.

Simple wear; white cozy jacket and sweatpants!

Simple wear; beanie (helps our ears to stay warm) long thick sleeve shirt, red cozy vest and jeans!
Fashion!

4) Spring, sometimes hot and sometimes windy also a perfect combination!

Simple wear; rain jacket (because it can rain a lot) simple t-shirt.

Vest wear; simple long sleeve shirts with vest and jeans! (balance the warmth and cold)

Dress up; crop top, skirt (spring can also feel like summer!)
This brings it to an end of our presentation! These are just some of the things that we have/wear in an American culture. Due to Covid-19, we didn’t get much of a chance to go out and take photos, instead we just used some of the photos we had, also big thanks to my friends and family for letting me use their photos :) hope you guys enjoyed!